REQUEST FOR COPIES OF PRIOR ESSAY QUESTIONS AND/OR ANSWERS

The Maine Board of Bar Examiners makes available copies of essay questions from each of the past six (6) examinations. The Board also makes available copies of high scoring representative applicant answers from each of the past six (6) examinations. Sets of questions and corresponding sets of answers are sold separately, both in two formats – paper copies ($6.25 per set) or on CD in .pdf format ($5.00 per set). Please complete Part I.1 to request sets of questions and Part I.2 to request sets of corresponding representative answers.

All requests must be accompanied by the appropriate fee, payable by check payable to the Board of Bar Examiners. Requests submitted without the appropriate fee payment will be returned.

| Name:      | _____________________________________________________________________ |
| Address:   | _____________________________________________________________________ |
| Phone:     | ________________________ | Email:_______________________________________ |

PART I - COPIES OF PRIOR ESSAY QUESTIONS AND REPRESENTATIVE ANSWERS

1. **Essay Questions** from Prior Exams:

   Number of Sets of Questions Only Requested (maximum of 6): ______
   (If fewer than six sets requested, please specify dates of the exams requested).

   Format: CD   ($5.00 per set) $___________
   Paper Copies ($6.25 per set) $___________

2. **Representative Applicant Essay Answers**:

   Number of Corresponding Answer Sets Requested (maximum of 6): ______
   (If fewer than six sets requested, please specify dates of the exams requested).

   Format: CD   ($5.00 per set) $___________
   Paper Copies ($6.25 per set) $___________

PART II – REVIEW MATERIALS FOR UNSUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS PURSUANT TO M.B.A.R. 10(j)

The Maine Board of Bar Examiners will provide an unsuccessful exam applicant, for a fee of $15.00, copies of the essay questions from the exam, the corresponding answers submitted by the unsuccessful applicant, and high scoring representative answers to those questions. Such requests must be made within thirty (30) days after the mailing of the unsuccessful examination results.

3. **Unsuccessful Exam Applicants @ $15.00:** $___________
   Specify Date of Unsuccessful Exam: ________________

   **TOTAL AMOUNT DUE** $___________